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Machine learning research in security - an overview
Applying machine learning to problems in cybersecurity 
Candidate problems depend on the information sources  

On Metadata 
Machine learning 101 - a guide for security professionals 

Algorithms and systems design 
Finding a problem to solve 

Our work 
Future directions
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Machine Learning Research 
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An overview of the state-of-the-field 
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The state of the field 

“Machine Learning” and “Security” can be combined in a variety of 
different ways, each with different underlying tools, capabilities and 
security assumptions: 

— Machine learning applied to problems in cybersecurity 
— Cybersecurity applied to machine learning systems 
— Machine learning on encrypted datasets
— Techniques for differential privacy and anonymity in statistical DBs 

Each of these ideas solves different – sometimes overlapping –
problems, and for each area systems can be built to a variety of 
security models 
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Cybersecurity 
for machine 

learning 
systems

• Adversarial Machine 
Learning 
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• Secure Multi-Party 
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• Privacy-Preserving 
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• Homomorphic 
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• Differential Privacy
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for 
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Machine 
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Adversarial Machine Learning 

Adversarial Machine Learning refers to the study of machine learning 
systems in adversarial environments, where an attacker might train the 
system in hopes of modifying its behaviour to allow for an attack.

— Examples include intrusion detection, spam filters, malware recognition, 
and authentication technologies.  

It’s different from the techniques that will follow, because it isn’t about 
the machine learning of security –

— Rather, it’s about the security of machine learning. 
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Privacy-Preserving Data Mining 

Secure Multi-Party Computation: A computational setting where, “a set 
of parties with private inputs wish to jointly compute some function of 
their inputs.” Parties should learn the correct output to the given 
function but nothing else. (Lindell & Pinkas, 2008). 
Privacy-Preserving Data Mining is a special case of secure MPC, where 
the party running the data mining algorithms cannot directly access the 
confidential data upon which the algorithms are being run. 
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Homomorphic Encryption 

Homomorphic Encryption is a technique for privacy-preserving data 
mining, whereby to compute upon an encrypted plaintext, specific 
algebraic operations can be performed on the corresponding ciphertext 
(without needing to decrypt it first). 
Can be :

fully homomorphic (arbitrary computations performed homomorphically)
partially/somewhat homomorphic (only a subset of operations).  
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Differential Privacy 

Differential Privacy refers to mathematical techniques that make it such 
that revealing data in aggregate does not compromise the privacy of 
individuals in the dataset. It is used to resist deanonymization of 
individuals in statistical databases.
This is confirmed through demonstrating that the result of a query on 
the entire DB would be the same, regardless of whether or not any 
given individual’s record is present in the DB at the time of the query. 
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Generic problems with these techniques: 

Secure MPC techniques offer strong, formal  cryptographic guarantees of 
security, but have the following drawbacks: 
Efficiency/Scalability: 

While techniques (such as homomorphic encryption) may be computationally 
efficient, they may not be efficient in practice and often can’t scale or work within 
real-world constraints 

Privacy:
Securely computing a function does not necessarily ensure privacy, and it is a 
notoriously hard problem to even define what a “safe” or “private” function 
would really look like – quantifying information leakage is hard. 

Complexity: 
Implementation of these techniques generally requires specialist knowledge to 
translate granular computational functions into secure variants. 
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Applying machine learning to security problems

Increasing use of applied/cognitive analytics to security problems (intrusion 
detection, malware analysis, spam filtering, behavioural analytics...) has 
changed the landscape of security operations and research.  

What would it mean if we tried to apply machine learning to cybersecurity 
problems, but only dealt with the metadata? 
Rationale: 

Confidence in standardized, widely-used cryptographic algorithms to preserve 
confidentiality and integrity 
Simple systems design; Efficient data processing 
Reduction in attack surface
Increased compliance with data protection regulations 
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Ask yourself:

What problem am 
I trying to solve? 

Securing my 
learning data

What is my 
attacker capable 

of? (Threat model)

What am I trying 
to defend against? 
(Security model)

Learning my 
security data

What data do I 
have available? 

Which insights 
would have the 

most value?
How do I make 

insights 
actionable? 
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Data sources and logs from:
Security tools (IDS, physical security tools, firewalls, proxies), network 
elements (routers/switches), OS, DNS and webservers, databases, 
infrastructure gateways…. 

Data for enterprise analytics often comes cheap - it’s not about individual 
data points, it’s about what they mean collectively:

Machine learning is our tool for bringing information together in new ways
But in security, things are totally different: our endgame as security 
practitioners is actually the opposite of the endgame of many data miners -
we want to prevent information leakage
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But do data security and data analytics need to be zero-sum?
Can we have security/privacy of our data, but still learn something 
interesting about it? 
Can we have security/privacy of our data, but still learn something 
interesting about the security/privacy of it?
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On Metadata  
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On metadata 
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Metadata is very powerful, and the ongoing debate continues as to its’ 
utility, permissibility, and protection under law. 

Therefore, as practitioners, we have the responsibility to consider both:
Privacy concerns: How much ”data” is in this metadata? Are individuals 
explicitly or implicitly identifiable from the uniqueness of the metadata? 
Privacy successes: Does computing on your metadata allow us to solve a 
problem that you previously had to MITM your TLS connections to solve? 
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Machine Learning 101
A security practitioner’s guide
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What is Machine Learning? 
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Finding patterns in data to allow us to:
Group people/events/objects into clusters
Classify them according to known meaningful labels
Predict their behavior in the future
Detect anomalous data points
Allow people to make better decisions

"Detect patterns in data, use the uncovered patterns to 
predict future data or other outcomes of interest"     

– Kevin Murphy, “Machine Learning: A 
Probabilistic Perspective”, 2012
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Do you have data?
What kinds of questions do you have about the data?

Yes/No questions - Did X happen? Are A and B closely correlated?
Timing - When did X happen?
Anomaly detection – Is X strange/abnormal/unexpected?
Classification – What kind of Y is X?
Prediction – We’ve seen lots of (X,Y) now we want to know (X’,?)

Do you have labels?
Can you give the “right” answer for some portion of the data? 

Collecting labels: Automatic? Manual? Crowd-sourced? (eg. Amazon Mechanical 
Turk) Y

Yes -> Supervised Learning  - Lots of options
No -> Unsupervised Learning - Some options (getting better all the time)

Increasing 
Difficulty
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Clustering vs. Classification 
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Unsupervised Learning Supervised Learning
Clustering Classification

Uses unlabelled data Uses labelled data 

Organize patterns with respect to an 
optimization criteria 

Requires training phase 

Notion of similarity Domain-sensitive 

Hard to evaluate Easy to evaluate 

Example: K-means, DBScan, Fuzzy 
C-means, Hierarchical Clustering, 
Ensemble Methods

Example: Bayesian Classification, 
k-Nearest Neighbours, Decision Trees,
Random Forests Neural Networks, Deep 
Learning, Support Vector Machines
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Is ML the solution to your problem?
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What kind of answer do you need? 
Find patterns which are present in the data and view them
Most likely explanation for a pattern
Probability of <fact about X,A,B,…> being true
A policy for actions to take in the future to maximize benefit
Guarantees that X will (or will not) happen (very hard)

How big is your data?
Is it static?
— MB, GB, TB?
Is it streaming?
— KB/sec, MB/sec
How many data points/rows/events will there be?
— 0 <= 50 <= 1000 <= 100K <=10M <= 1B … 

Increasing 
Difficulty
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Data, Big Data, Machine Learning, AI, etc, etc,

Machine 
Learning

Artificial 
Intelligence

Big Data 
Tools

Human Decision 
Making

Automated 
Decision MakingData

Data Analysis Classification,
Patterns,
Probabilities

X f1 f2 … fk

x1
.5 104.2 China

x2
.34 92.0 USA

…
xn

.2 85.2 Canada

Reports, statistics,
Charts, trends

Policies, Decision Rules,
Summaries
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System Design and Algorithm Choices
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Define your task:
Prediction, Clustering, Classification, 
Anomaly Detection? 
Define objectives, error metrics, 
performance standards

Collect Data:
Set up data stream (storage, input flow, 
parallelization, Hadoop)

Preprocessing:
Noise/Outlier Filtering
Completing missing data (histograms, 
interpolation)
Normalization (scaling data)

Define Task Collect Data Preprocessing

Dimensionality 
Reduction

Choose 
Algorithm(s)

Experimental 
Design

Test and 
Validate 
System

Run System
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System Design and Algorithm Choices
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Dimensionality Reduction / Feature Selection:
Choose features to use/extract from data
PCA/LDA/LLE/GDA

Choose Algorithm:
Consider goals, questions
Intractability

Experimental Design:
train/validate/test data sets
cross-validation

Run it! :
Deployment
Maintenance
Updating to new advances

Define Task Collect Data Preprocessing

Dimensionality 
Reduction

Choose 
Algorithm(s)

Experimental 
Design

Test and 
Validate 
System

Run System
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Machine Learning on 
Encrypted Data 
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Project Motivation
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The Setting: huge ongoing flow of data generated by larger number of 
users over communication network.
Many types of activities (Crypto-invariant)

web search, browsing, emails, ssh, dns, …

Many ways data could leak out or be compromised, but too much to 
analyze manually.
Question: Can we automate the discovery of anomalous activity on the 
network by observing normal usage?
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Solution and Design Concepts

Tool for Security Admin in 
organization

Discover anomalous behavior in real 
time from data streams
explore data to determine the 
nature breach (if any)

System Processing
actively learn normal behaviors
Flag deviations from these behaviors 
in an interactive way

Within secure system behind VPN
Handle streaming data
Adapt to changes in ‘normal’ 
usage behavior 
Limited to anonymized metadata
Learning and notification as 
parallel, independent tasks

Solution Concept Design Constraints
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Solution Design 
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Apply a combination of logical rules encoding known behavior and 
machine learning to learn multiple predictive models
The learned models can produce anomaly scores indicating how 
different a message is from previous messages of the same type 
Two parallel processes running on all incoming data:

Learner: Treat incoming data packets as training data for normal 
behaviour, update existing models when enough data arrives
Scanner: Use the latest saved models and hardcoded logical rules to 
evaluate new incoming data packets and assign anomaly score

Output:
Scanned DB table with anomaly scores for each data packet from each 
model, categories from logical rules
Visualization tool to monitor current anomaly status of latest packets 
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High-Level Design 
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Learner and Scanner Modules 
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Multiple Model Design 
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Current
Embedded expert knowledge
DBScan – density objective, unknown # of clusters, irregular cluster shape
K-means mini-batches  - mean objective, handles streaming data, known # of 
clusters

Future
Ensemble methods
Neural Networks / Deep Learning 
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Embedded expert knowledge  
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We need a way to embed human expert knowledge into our system: 
Prime the system with known threats to start with coarse filtering
Teach the system about danger
Remove irrelevant complexity to allow system to see new dangers 

Tunable parameters of this type could include: 
Country/city origin/destination 
Time of day, day of week, date, packet size 
Packets per day per user 
DNS lookup failure rate 
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DBScan
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DBScan(X, ε, m): Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications 
with Noise
Dense Region = neighbourhood of distance ε contains at least m points
Classify the points according to their density:

Core points : points in the interior of dense region. 
Border points : points on the edge of dense region. 
Noise points : points that are not border nor core.

ε
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DBScan: Core, Border, and Noise points 
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Original Points

Point types: core, border and noise
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Where DBScan works well 
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Resistant to Noise
Can handle clusters of different shapes and sizes
Number of clusters unknown

ClustersOriginal Points
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Where DBScan does not work well 
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Varying densities
High-dimensional data

(m=4, ε=9.75)

(m=4, ε=9.92)
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Current and Future Multiple Model Design 
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Embedded expert knowledge - hardcoded
DBScan – density objective, unknown # of clusters, irregular cluster shape
K-means mini-batches - mean objective, handles streaming data, known # of 
clusters

Future
Ensemble methods – Learn multiple models, each votes on classification

Isolation Forests - unsupervised, anomaly detection (Based on Extremely 
Randomized Forests)
Random Forests (supervised, need labelled anomalies)
Adaboost – train different types of models, 

Neural Networks / Deep Learning - supervised
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Results and Performance
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Experiments on private and public network usage datasets
Analysis of Anomaly Detection error rates
Analysis of Runtime Performance
Scalability

Streaming data input and monitoring system in place
Need to increase parallelization of learning algorithms to increase 
throughput
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Summary 
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Design for Flexibility
General framework for unsupervised anomaly detection on streaming data
Initial ML algorithms in place with complementary properties
New algorithms/models can be included easily
Hardcode logical rules allows for codifying expert knowledge

Designed for Performance
System learning and anomaly detection run as separate, independent 
processes
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Future Directions 
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Future Directions 
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Better models for learning on streaming data
Using ML algorithms that provide confidence guarantees

PAC Estimates – hard guarantees, sample complexity
Gaussian Processes – importance sampling
Credal Bayesian Networks – confidence bounds, interpretability
Many names: Robust AI / Safe AI / Risk Sensitive

Expanding/Diversifying Data
Applying ML to cryptanalysis
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Implicit Authentication 
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Implicit authentication offers a powerful solution to problems of 
identity and access, through:

Immutable, complex patterns of individuality 
Ongoing, usable and transparent authentication 

How can metadata-based approaches be used to enhance security as 
implicit authenticators? 
 Something you know
 Something you have 
 Something you are 
 Something you can’t stop being? 
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Bringing analytics to your organization
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Next week: DATA SOURCES
Learn about sources, tools & types of security-relevant data in your 
organization 

Within 3 months: PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS 
Speak to SOC analysts and other operations staff to understand what are the 
biggest open security problems in your organization
Use our “ML criteria” to find problems where machine learning can help 

Within 6 months: APPLIED ANALYTICS
Learn about vendor, open-source, and in-house dev options to make use of 
machine learning techniques to solve open infosec problems 
Create business cases and seek executive buy-in 
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Thank You

Mark Crowley
Pardis Zohouri
Nikhil Joy
Quan Zhang
Martin Wong

Jennifer Fernick
Mohammad Chavoshi
Michael Tu
David Shao
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